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GoTopless supports High School Student behind Berkeley’s
Topless Equality bill
San Francisco, CA, Sept. 11 - GoTopless is thrilled to reveal that the ‘Topless Equality’ proposal submitted by
Berkeley councilman, Kriss Worthington to be voted on Sept 12, is actually the initiative of a High School student in
the Bay area.
“High School student, Simone was a Berkeley City Hall intern working for Worthington over the summer,” Nadine Gary,
president of GoTopless explains “that is how she suggested the proposal to the councilman. Worthington encourages
his interns to write proposals on causes they are particularly drawn to."
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The following statement in Worthington’s Topless Equality recommendation was crafted by Simone: "If a woman's
nipples are fit to be seen by the most innocent and impressionable portion of the population, babies and toddlers, then
it stands to reason that nipples are not inherently sexual and are fit to be seen by the rest of the population, if that
woman so chooses,"
“Gotopless commands this young woman on her determination for human equality, “ says Gary “her sense of civic duty
far surpasses the one found in millions of Americans who already have voting privileges and are apathetic to social
justice except for, perhaps, the occasional comment on social media.
"Action speaks louder than words" presses Gary "Maitreya Rael who inspired the foundation of GoTopless calls this a
true cultural revolution".
GoTopless invites the public to come to Berkeley Council Chambers on Tuesday Sept 12 at 6pm to support the bill
legally titled as Adopt an Ordinance Equalizing Nudity Laws in Berkeley Between All Genders by Decriminalizing the
Display of Female Nipples”.
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RECOMMENDED READING
Would you like to support the cause?

Read for yourself the message for humanity that was
given to Rael during his UFO encounters of 1973!
Free ebook download!
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